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START MADGE’S
SPADGER

C ALL us naïve, readers, but we
thought we’d seen every single
nekkid picture of Madonna that
ever existed.

But it turns out Seppo photographer
Cecil Taylor took more than ONE HUNDRED
NUDES of the 18-year-old MATERIAL GIRL
in 1976 and, until very recently, kept them

under his EXTREMELY
LARGE HAT.

Madge, now 59 and
fairly famous, was
a STARVING ballet
student living in Ann
Arbor, Michigan when
the shots were taken.
But even back then,
she wasn’t scared of
DITCHING her DAKS
and showing off a
nice 70s-style LUSH
LADY-GARDEN.

The vintage nude
photos are up for
auction at music
memorabilia website
gottahaverockandroll.
com and are expected
to set buyers back
around $1000 each.

Wowzer!
Talk about an

expensive wank!
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Madonna strikes a pose

with her 18-year-old bush!



SMASHIN’ CHICK



SHE may have called it quits 
in the glamma modelling 
game, but feisty Libby 
Smith can’t keep her name 

out of the newspapers. She was 
recently quizzed by cops after 
allegedly attacking her boyfriend’s 
ex-partner with a MOBILE PHONE!

Libby Smith 
has a huge 
left-right 
combo!

P H O T O S  B Y  
W W W . P I N U P F I L E S . C O M
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“She attacked me like a CRAZY,
DEVIL WOMAN,” wailed Jessica
Kappert, the former longtime
girlfriend of Belgian footballer
Logan Bailly.

This followed a heated blue
between the 39-year-old mum
of two and the 25-year-old
Birmingham-based WAG outside
Jess’s house in Belgium.

She claimed the jealous younger 
woman had followed Jess and
Logan home where they were
discussing family matters.

“Logan went outside and they
started arguing,” Jess said. “When
Libby saw me she threw her mobile 
phone AT MY NOSE. I thought
she’d thrown a ROCK. She was
so angry.”

The only public statement Libby
has made about the incident was
a coy statement on her Instagram 
that her phone had “died”.
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“It was broken ’cos she THREW
IT AT MY FACE,” spluttered Jess.

Libby has taken the controversy
in her stride and quickly landed on
her feet by moving to Belgium with
her man and becoming a TV star.

Every morning, the Zumba
instructor takes to the airwaves to
show off her fit-as-fuck bod in front
of millions of Euro-perverts on the
dance program Fit Tonic.

Seeing her on the television every
morning must make Jess choke on
her Corn Flakes, so we expect a
proper catfight between the two
warring ladies if they ever cross
paths again.

If it happens, we hope someone
will have an iPhone handy and use
it for the actual purpose God made
it: to TAKE PIX when Jess tears off
Libby’s top and her 32G HOOTERS 
spring into action.
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be!

SHE’S the world’s most followed Instagrammer, but we’re still not
quite sure what it is that Selena Gomez DOES. Is she a SINGER,
ACTRESS or MODEL? We don’t know and we don’t CARE. We just
want to see her TITS, and the 25-year-old gave us a nice see-through 
peek of them while doing…whatever it was she was doing in London.

The latest in nudity from around the glob

INSTA- 
GLAMMA

NUBBIN TO 
SEE HERE

GOLDEN ORBS
UFC octagon girl Brittney Palmer has done the right 
thing and ditched her CARD and TOGS again. This 
time it’s for the incorrectly spelt Fitness Gurls 2017 
Swimsuit Issue. It’s not the first time she’s popped 
’em out, but. She wore her birthday suit for a Playboy 
centrefold WAAAAAY BACK in March 2012.

UFC-CUPS!
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CUTE as a button model/actress Alexanne
Wagner (above right) has nuded up for the
US version of Shameless. The 28-year-old
appears topless in an awesome strip club

hallucination that also features a bunch
of uncredited, equally clothes-free extras.
Which is really quite SHAMEFUL, when
you think about it.

SEXY LEXY

SHARING
THE LOVE
The freshest flesh on

celebrity social media

WE’D give our RIGHT NUT to be the bastard who
got to write “I LOVE YOU” on a naked Bella
Thorne. If you’re reading this, love, our BALLS are 
in your court.

MODEL, actress and ACTIVIST Joy Corrigan was
Snapchatting when her left nipple appeared to 
PROTEST against being COOPED UP.

NO SHAME!



FULL FRONTAL

DU-WRONG
DU-WRONG
WE FIGURED that with a name like Le Bon, she
had to be the sprog of British 80s pop idol
Simon Le Bon and his model wife Yasmin. But,
as usual, we were WRONG. Charlotte Le Bon
is actually a 31-year-old Canadian actress with
a top-class FART TANK that she shows off in the 
Froggy film The Big Bad Wolf.

WOLF WHISTLE

KILLER  
BOD

BEFORE she was a Hollywood 
star in fillums like Suicide
Squad, Cara Delevigne was
just a BISEXUAL fashion
model dating Fast And The
Furious actrine Michelle
Rodriguez. The pair have now 
split, but at least we have
this pic to remember ’em by.

ONE WE
MISSED #1
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EVER since Dolly the sheep was cloned,
we’ve dreamed of creating an army of saucy
spunkbubbles. Thanks to some awesome
Photoshop trickery, Nicki Minaj has brought
our PERVERSE PLAN one step closer to 

reality. The 34-year-old RIPPITY-RAP star
has been snapped having a “THREESOME”
with HERSELF for Paper magazine, and
she shows a fair whack of AREOLA in the 
making-of video, too.

MINAJ-A-TROIS

TRICKY NICKI
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FULL FRONTAL

READER Mick of Rosemeadow, NSW, brought to our attention that
Seppo telly presenter Brooke Burke did a SOFTCORE boy/girl shoot
back in 2000. It was in the early days of the internet, from a now-
defunct site called bluenudes.com, so please forgive us for missing
’em first time round. Brooke woulda been in her 20s at the time. 
Better late than never, right?

WHAT A BURKE!

BACKYARD 
BANDIT
SEPPOS wouldn’t know AUSSIE SOAPIE Neighbours
from…a bar of SOAP. But they still have the same
affection for GIRLS NEXT DOOR named KYLIE.Who
on this earth WOULDN’T want to roll around nude
with a gal named Kylie? The team at NAKID have
thoughtfully recreated that scenario with LA-based 
model Kylie Hannah.

KYLIE NUDE!

ONE WE
MISSED #2
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SEPPO fucktress Alexa Grace has crammed a lot of STUFF into her
VAGINA during the three short years she’s been in XXX. You may
have seen her in such flicks as Cum Crazed Cheerleaders 2 or Black 
Meat White Feet. The 23-year-old GARGLED, “I love swallowing. 
There’s not enough swallowing scenes in porn.” Gulp!

ALEXA GRACE

IN A touching tribute to Kim Kardashian-
West’s famous “BREAK THE INTERNET”
photo shoot, Brazilian Miss Bum Bum
runner-up Claudia Alende has thoughtfully
recreated the shots for our viewing
pleasure. Even though Ms Alende looks
more like Megan Fox, we sorta get the 
resemblance to Kimbo. Do you?

KIM-
POSTER!

FOXY LADY

Kimbo’s original 
image
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WHEN you’re 

arguably the 
most famous 
supermodel on 

the planet, what’s the best 
way to celebrate your 29-year 
career as a CRACKIN’ 
CLOTHES HORSE?

Well, if you’re Kate Moss 
you show the whole world 
everything – even your furry 
VA-JAY-JAY – in the latest ish 
of Brazilian mag BeCool!

Photographer Tim Walker 
has done a stunning job 
capturing the 43-year-old’s 
natural beauty…and her 
BEAUTIFUL NATURALS!

The London-based lovely 
recently told Vogue mag 
that she uses ICE to help 
maintain those stunning 
looks…and not the kinda 
ice you’d expect from 
someone who’s a noted 
PARTY ANIMAL.

“Ice in water really works 
for me; that’s my favourite 
trick,” Kate explained. “If 
I’m feeling a bit puffy or 
tired I fill a bowl of water 
with ice cubes and a bit of 
cucumber. You just stick 
your head in and out for a 
few minutes and you feel 
fresh as a daisy!”

CUCUMBER?! We say it’s 
a sin to waste a perfectly 
good bowl of ice when it 
could be filled with bloody 
SCOTCH instead.

We’d apologise for going 
off topic, but we haven’t 
really…’cos looking at these 
sexy pix of Kate has us 
feeling dizzier than when 
we necked the editor’s 
home-brewed BOURBON at 
last year’s Christmas party.

Jeez, we hope he made 
another batch for this year’s 
beano.

Kate Moss 

turns up the 

heat in new 

pictorial!
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N TRAGIC n
hand, we’ve

that busty beauty Vioy
has RETIRED from th
entertainment indust

In response to onlin
from fans (well, US), t
lovely revealed she wa
longer doing porn sho
and added, “Bye, guys

Viola and

her vuvuzelas

have quit the

pin-up game!
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om research we did on
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WHITE JOY in her honour.
ou may be gone from the
iz, Viola, but you’ll live
n our soon-to-be-emptied
sacks.



THANKS, SANTA!

now a beaut Chrissie book!

ARE you totally
stumped looking
for the PERFECT
Christmas

present to give that
special loved one? Then
look no further than A Die
Hard Christmas, which
reimagines 1988’s classic
action film Die Hard – the
BEST MOVIE EVER – as a children’s
picture book!

Written in charming rhymes by
Doogie Horner and accompanied by
delightful illustrations by JJ Harrison,
the book brilliantly retells the story
of New York cop John McClane
(Bruce Willis) who has to rescue a
building full of executives (including
his missus) from a bunch of
BASTARD TERRORISTS with nothing
but his raw courage, cunning and
clever one-liners to help him.

It’s a heart-warming tale filled
with bloodshed, explosions,
BROKEN GLASS and some guff
about the true meaning of
Chrissie.
So Merry Christmas to all,
Be kind to one another,
And, most of all,
Yippee-ki-yay, motherfucker!

We couldn’t have said it
better ourselves, Bruce.

TO

2

p
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� A Die Hard 
Christmas is 

available in all good 
bookshops and 

online. We picked 
ours up from Book 
Depository for $20. 

Read it and 
weep...with joy



SOOOO...2017 was interesting to say
the least. We got to see GAY
MARRIAGE, the threat of NUCLEAR
WAR and President Trump’s TITTIES.

Erm… his WIFE’S TITTIES, that is.
And aren’t TITS the most important thing?
Well, they are to us. So here’s the BEST

NUDE’N’RUDE CELEBS from the year gone by.
You’re welcome, readers!

BEST BITS

Looking back at 12 months  

of celeb shockers!
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EXXXTRA-HOT!

WHAT a banner year 
it’s been for the 
PORN WORLD, 
readers. Kleenex 

and baby oil sales are through 
the roof, and the NBN rollout 
means many of us can access 
grumble flicks so fast that we’re 
WANKING OFF to stuff that hasn’t 
even been filmed yet!

While we’re sure you have your 
own personal fave performers, 

we believe the following TEN 
cock-smoking cuties have had 
a truly stellar 12 months, 
whether it was ON THEIR BACKS 
or hanging off the top of a 
10-storey building while being 
ploughed by A DISTURBINGLY 
WELL-HUNG WOODSMAN.

Every single one of ’em are 
LEGENDS…cum-splattered, 
deadset legends.

Just the way we like ’em.

These champion pro chonkers are all...

ADRIANA CHECHIK | 26 | USA

‘PUT MORE DICK IN MY MOUTH!
PUT MORE DICK IN MY FACE!’
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BLAIR WILLIAMS 
23 | USA

‘I REALLY LIKE
TAKING COCK 
FROM BEHIND’
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EXXXTRA-HOT!
AMARNA MILLER | 27 | SPAIN

‘I LOVE MISSIONARY…THE
PENETRATION IS PERFECT 
TO REACH ORGASM’

KATRINA JADE | 26 | USA

‘I WANT TO DO LOTS’N’LOTS
OF CREAMPIE GANG BANGS
WITH TEN OR TWENTY GUYS!’



LUCIE WILDE
21 | CZECH REPUBLIC

‘NOBODY
BELIEVES
MY 32G
BOOBS ARE
TOTALLY
NATURAL!’

MILA MILAN | 30 | AUSTRIA

‘SEX IS MY PASSION, 
PART OF MY JOB
AND A LIFESTYLE
I ENJOY GREATLY’
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EXXXTRA-HOT! BRITTNEY WHITE | 20 | USA

HOL
20 |

‘GE
SP
AN
MA
FEE
ECS

LLY HENDRIX
USA
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ANGELA WHITE
GIGI ALLENS YASMIN SCOTT

RILEY NIXON  

22 | CANADA

‘I’VE HAD
LOTS OF 
CAR SEX’

AGE  

Y
TITTY-
D AND 
G 
SSY 
ED’

KYLIE PA
20 | USA



PORN WATCH Our no-holes-barred round-up of adult entertainment

VOTE WUMBA!
WE’RE sure some of you have 
read one of Donald Trump’s 
late-night tweets and angrily 
thought, “FUCK the President 
of the United States!”

Well, if all goes well in 2020 
there’ll be a lot more of us with 
that thought in mind ’cos MILF 
porn starlet Cherie DeVille has 
announced she’s RUNNING FOR 
THE PRESIDENCY!

The 39-year-old Democrat 
recently threw her G-string into 
the political ring.

This isn’t the first time porn 
stars have run for political office. 
Cicciolina, Mary Carey, Marilyn 
Chambers, Stormy Daniels and 
Australia’s own Jodie Moore all 
had an electoral tilt, with varying 
levels of success.

But Cherie is the
first aiming for the
biggest prize of 
them all and we 
reckon she’s got 
a bloody good 
chance when 
you look at her 
beaut policies.

“I’m most 
passionate about 
health care, 
education and 
immigration,” she 

revealed. She’s also keen on 
LEGALISING WEED.

Cherie admits she has no 
political experience, but said 
Trump’s election showed voters 
believed “you don’t need any to 
run for the highest political office”.

We’re fans of Cherie’s proposed
staff, too. Her running mate will 
be Coolio, who sang our fave rap 
song of 1995, Gangsta’s Paradise.
There’s also XXX star Alix Lynx as
press secretary and former WWE
wrestler Virgil as her bodyguard!

“All of my SKELETONS are on 
the net for all to see,” said Cherie.
“I have ZERO moral scandals. I’d 
be a breath of FRESH AIR.”
� Learn more about Cherie’s 
campaign at fuckingawesome.com/

pornstarforpresident.

E of the year’s shining lights in the adult
business, August Ames, passed away 

lier this month. The AVN Award-winning 
adian – who appeared in nearly 300 
nes for all the major porn companies 
ing her four-year career – was 23. 
here was an outpouring of grief from her
ow performers when the news came out.
She was the most kind-hearted person
r,” said Abella Danger.

Kissa Sins tweeted, “You were always there
me when I was feeling sad or sensitive
d I’ll always love you.”
Director Mike Quasar added, “Love one

another, kids. 23 is way too young.”

R.I.P. AUGUST

LESBIAN LESSONS
Starring: Julia Ann, Veronica Avluv, Elsa Jean, 
Cherie DeVille, Alexa Grace, Alexis Fawx
Made by: Lesbian X
Release date: out now
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The cream of the adult film 
world tell us what (and who)
they’re doing!

TRIPLE-X TWITTER

BORN: September 18, 1976 in Memphis, TN
STATS: 34F-26-36
QUICK FACTS: Nearly 20 years since she sucked her first wang 
on camera, Kiki has gone from nubile nymph to COCK-HUNGRY 
COUGAR with the occasional break from the biz. She said, 
“The first time I took time off, I went back to college, got a 
degree and lived the whole family life.” It didn’t work out: “My 
ex-fiancé’s family knew who I was. They had a lot of money, so 
that didn’t really sit well with my almost-future mother-in-law. It 
was crazy! It kinda blew up and we never made it. Thank God!”
STARS IN: Farce Awakens: A Star Wars Cosplay Fetish Porn 
Parody, Modern MILFS 5, My Step-mom Has Huge Tits, Begging 
For A Gang Bang Pegging
HOW DO YOU LIKE THE DICK, KIKI? “It depends on the guy’s 
size and what we’re doing. Spoon
good for the most part. Cowgirl is
good, too.”
WHAT’S THE SECRET TO COPPING
A BEAUT BUGGERING? “The key
anal is being able to relax. It’s so
what’s-going-on-in-the-moment an
how things feel, how turned on you
are, stuff like that. I always joke
that if you get me relaxed enough
I can handle a MACK TRUCK up
my ass. Haha!”
WHAT TURNS YOU ON? “I like som
who can talk to me. Sometimes, ro
good...it depends. I’m not a subm
but I enjoy if someone’s strong en
to make me feel that I should sub
him. That’s where I get all excited.”

From left: Future US 
President Cherie, 

Veronica and Aidra

‘Sex deprived,
secretly rubbing
one out in my
office... I won’t
tell if you
won’t....’ – @
XNicoleAnistonX

MEET THE MILF 
KIKI DAIRE

‘I wanna show my love for 
you by sucking your dick like 
no one else has & then 
repeat.’ – @MaddyOreillyxxx

‘I just danced 
on a stripper 
pole, & deep 
throated a 
9-inch dick 
lollipop.’  
– @
TheJaclynTaylor

DER women getting it on with 
unger women? Talk about a movie 
t covers all the bases. Fans of 
Fs are stoked, fans of nubile 
nks are happy and fans of frisky 

mme-on-femme fucking are friggin’ 
ER THE MOON!
So kudos to the cluey folk at 
sbian X who’ll sell THREE TIMES 
many DVDs as usual with their 
ctacular new sperm-releaser, 

sbian Lessons.
The two-hour Sapphic suck-fest 

celebrates beautiful dykes FINGER-
BANGING and SCISSORING horny 
chicks HALF THEIR AGE!

It’s practically an arthouse feature 
– only with more SQUIRTING and 
ORGASMIC SCREAMING.

Watch Jenna Sativa, Elsa Jean, 
Alexa Grace and Aidra Fox get 
TWAT-TUTORED by mature maidens 
Julia Ann, Cherie DeVille, Alexis 
Fawx and Veronica Avluv.

We’re sure everyone passed their 
SEXAMS with flying colours.
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AMATEUR HOUR

Smart phones, smarter chicks!
40





THE CENTREFOLD
NATASHA NICE | 29 | FONTENAY SOUS-BOIS, FRANCE

42



OOH-LA-LA! Gallic gal Natasha Nice has 
a certain je ne sais quoi that makes our 
TROUSER BAGUETTES ache. Not that we 
know what je ne sais quoi means. Maybe 

the naturally norked porn queen can translate it for 
us. Or perhaps we should just stick to speaking 
English, ’cos our French is pretty merde.

DO YOU appreciate hearing someone talk to you 
in French during a sex scene, Natasha?
“I filmed a three-way with Manuel Ferrara and 
AJ Applegate. He spoke French to me and called 
me a fucking dirty whore while AJ was getting 
fucked. That was one of my favourite scenes.”
Do you enjoy dirty talk no matter what the 
language, matey?
“I really love it when a man is aggressively calling 
me a little whore right in my face. It’s like calling 
me out on it.”
The porn cliché is a plumber or pool cleaner going 
the tonk with a hot chick. However, that’s YOUR 
OFF-SET FANTASY, right?

Naughty

loves it French style!
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A horny weirdo
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So whatever tha
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‘I DROVE FROM
LOS ANGELES AND
I MASTURBATED
ALONG THE WAY’

See pg89 for details

WIN
$1000

BY MODELLING  
IN PEOPLE
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ENTER TO WIN!
Fill in your name and address together with
a completed and correct Beast crossword

grid and post to: The Beast No. 01,
c/ – People magazine, GPO Box 5507,

Sydney, NSW 2001. Entries close on
Friday, January 19, 2018 at 5pm.
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The October 9 winner is Lorraine
Williams of Longford, Tas.

October 23 Beast
solution page 52

See page 54 for terms and conditions and the privacy notice. Send the completed Beast to us
by the closing date. All correct entries will go into a draw and the first drawn will win $250. 

Solve the clues of this crossword and release our beauty
from the clutches of The Beast. The clues set in a

different typeface are all related to the enslaved star
pictured in the centre of the puzzle.

ACROSS
1. PR workers

  5. & 86 down.
Westworld actor
(Pic A) who plays
our beauty’s sister in
the live-action family
comedy at 102
across (5,7)

9. Vanishing
  13. Ryan Reynolds and

Jeremy Piven crime
thriller, Smokin’ –

14. Uncivil
  15. & 40 across. Our

beauty dated this
Roseanne star (Pic
B) while they were
playing a couple in
the show at 161 
across (6,7)

16. Stun gun
18. Tie
21. Mischievous fairy
22. Children’s writer, 

– Blyton
24. Lazier
25. Haley Joel Osment

drama, – It Forward
26. ‘Sixpack’ muscles
28. Grain storage towers

  29. Chris Pine action
sci-fi movie, Star Trek 
– Darkness

30. Snow-runner
31. Staunch (flow)
33. Sticky coal by-product
34. Separate (5,2)
37. Future intentions
39. Chock
40. See 15 across
42. Contented sigh
43. Public transport
44. Dined to excess
47. Sailing boat owner
50. Health spring

  52. & 127 across.
Murder On The Orient
Express actor (Pic C)
who plays our
beauty’s friendless
fiancé in the film
at 60 down (4,3)

53. Angler’s worm
  54. TV promotions

56. Roll up (flag)
58. Lariat

  60. Billy Bob Thornton
crime drama, The
Man – Wasn’t There

61. Couch potatoes
  62. Our beauty played

a powerful young
witch with powers
of telekinesis and
projection in the
final season of this
fantasy teevee series
with magical sisters
Prue, Phoebe, Piper 
and Paige

63. Clearly point out
64. Wildlife enclosure
65. Sag
67. Tasty
69. Magazine booth
71. It is (poetic) (’3)

  72. Forest Whitaker’s
Oscar-winning role
in The Last King Of
Scotland, – Amin

73. London club district
75. Chinese dish (4,4)

  78. Our beauty played
the ditzy, eldest
daughter of John
Ritter and Katey
Sagal in the
American sitcom
8 – (6,5)

80. Slimy substance
81. Of kidneys
82. Flower part
83. & 95 down.

Our beauty (5,5)
84. Futuristic (novel) (3-2)
85. Obstruct (river flow)
87. Our sun and

planets (5,6)
  88. Movie, Pirates Of The

Caribbean: – End 
(2,5’1)

91. Ore vein
93. That female’s
96. Request
97. Choosy
99. Suffers

101. Pea container
102. Our beauty has

a small role in this 

computer-animated
comedy about a
rabbit who would
rather drum in a
band than take over
his father’s role as
the Easter Bunny

104. Effective speech
106. In the unrated

version of A – Ways
To Die In The West,
our beauty is hit on
by Seth MacFarlane
in an uncredited role

110. Fish or meat cake
113. Humorous ambiguity
114. Healing gel, – vera
115. Double-reed

instrument
116. Ceylon, – Lanka
117. Alien ships (1,1,2)
118. Refute
119. Mausoleum, – Mahal
121. Fixed (in memory)
124. Continentals
127. See 52 across
128. Comedy starring

Paul Rudd and
Zooey Deschanel,
– Idiot Brother

129. Hottest seasons
130. Our beauty played

a “little” version of
talk/variety show
host – DeGeneres
(Pic D) in her 90s
self-titled sitcom

132. Tally
134. Duelling firearms
136. Aries zodiac symbol
137. Filled with wonder
140. Time
141. Comfort
143. Ground beef
144. Female sheep
145. Rowing implement
146. Chirp
147. Dwell (on)
148. Gerard Butler stars in

action thriller set in
the White House,
Olympus – Fallen

150. Fall (over)
153. Utter
156. Our beauty has

hosted and won
awards at both
the People's and
Teen – Awards

157. Supplemented, – out
158. Jeans pioneer, 

– Strauss
159. Chastising
160. Fastens (envelope)
161. & 35 down. American

sitcom starring our
beauty as an aspiring
actress who lives
across the hall from
a pair of ultra-nerdy
physicists (3,3,4,6)

DOWN
1. Pouch-beaked birds
2. Intermittent rain
3. Daybreak
4. Speaks
5. Dump
6. Kevin Kline drama,

Life – House (2,1)
7. Before (poetic)
8. Amaze
9. Young society entrant

10. Iniquity
11. Criss-crosses
12. Aerosol art
17. Clog (up)
19. Powerless
20. Reverie
23. Chin indentation
27. Window ledges
32. Real
35. See 161 across
36. Bar
38. Gravity actress,

– Bullock
  39. James Franco and

Bryan Cranston
comedy in which our
beauty provides the
voice of Justine, the
Siri-like artificial
intelligence voice
system (3,3?)

40. Armed vessels
41. Valid

  43. TV series based on
a line of toy dolls in
which our beauty
voices Kirstee, one
of the Tweevil twins

45. Floating log platform
46. Toiletry powder
48. Coagulated milk
49. Look
51. Commotion
55. Pours carelessly
57. Theatre attendant

  59. Character played by
our beauty in the
show at 161 across

  60. In the Kevin Hart
movie comedy,
The – Ringer, our
beauty's big day falls
apart and she is left
at the altar

  66. Our beauty played
a minor role in a
couple of episodes of
this TV drama series
starring Wentworth
Miller and Dominic 
Purcell (6,5)

68. Gone by
70. City, – Paulo

  71. Our beauty won a
Golden Raspberry
Award for Worst
Supporting Actress
for her voice role
in Alvin And The
Chipmunks: – (3,4,4)

73. Goal shooter
74. Managed
76. Crisis telephone

service
  77. Our beauty is a

regular star on
Priceline.com
commercials playing 
the daughter of
Star Trek actor
– Shatner (Pic E)

78. Murders
79. Uncontrolled fit
86. See 5 across

  89. In 2014 our beauty
received a star on
the Hollywood
– (4,2,4)

90. Great number
92. Exist
94. Precious rock
95. See 83 across
96. Fire remains
98. Warships

100. Musters (6,2)
103. Delved
105. Iconic country

singer, Johnny –
106. Stingy
107. Trafalgar Square 

is there
108. Lays to rest
109. Cynical crime movie

genre, film –
111. Thor: The Dark World

actress, – Russo
112. Racquet sport

enjoyed by our 
beauty

113. Colliery
120. Pic F actor who

plays theoretical
physicist Sheldon
Cooper in our
beauty's show at
161 across (3,7)

122. Conan Doyle’s
detective, – Holmes

123. Reappear (2-6)
125. Deliver sermon
126. Land measure
127. Hand protector
129. Flock minder
131. Performs (manoeuvre)
133. Creates (crosswords)
135. Surname used by

our beauty when
she was married
from 2013-15

138. Exhaust (4,3)
139. Enjoy The Silence

band, – Mode
142. Sure thing
149. Non-alkali
151. CD brand (1,1,1)
152. Our beauty broke

this limb after
a horse-riding
accident in 2010

154. Dedicatory verse
155. Fully

WIN $250
FORTNIGHTLY!
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Quits Detonates

Embroil Flagstaff
Legume

Land,
~ firma

Singing
voice Of clay Swab

In spite of
Alleys

Sheep

Spied Swell up Quarrel

Batons Iffy (2-2) Tight hold
Rushed
People

Nevada
city

Gold
purity

Crux
Fulfils
(7,3)

Forbidden

Practise

Finished
Honk

(horn)
Beer Harpoon

America
(1,1,1) Swathe

Entrance
Popular
cheese

Lustre Nour-
ished Chair part While Formerly

Green
gem

Blemishes
Copied

Limited Recog-
nised Surrender

It is (2’1)
Blood

disorder
Help

(criminal)
Utters

Cycled Hatchet Governs Mayday
(1,1,1)

Scrounge

Serpent

Teething
sticks

Hirsute Monopo-
liseEndanger

Hand-
some
youth

Wheat
spike Recounts Wrath

Cab Doze
Ward off

Neck
warmer

Policy
statement

Mire
Behold

Under-
stand

Threshold
Helicopter

vane Women Consider Arrogance Faculty
heads

Included

Rewritten
Bishop’s
church

Instance Rink
Diverse

Undiluted
Horridly

Belonging
to us

Pasture Balancing
feat Improper Gullible

Cheered
Tickled
(fancy)

Circus
swing

Joints
inflam-
mation

Chilli con ~ Golf
mounds

Ham Waistline Singer,
~ John Settee Zero

Mollify

Put
Spiral
curls
Solo

YHAs Doomed

Mocked Coach
(team) Plea Least

busy
Military
student

Cocktail,
~ colada Sprightly Sound

boosters
Unhear-

ing
Prom-
enade Slurp

Gospel
songs

Liveli-
ness

Euro unit Elk Decay Hammer
(in)

Zodiac
sign

Brain-
wave

Film award
Veteran

(3,4)

Identify

Nude

Pelt

Of the sun

Whelp
Mental
pictures

Propel Fantastic Clueless Paradise
garden Tiff Assault Lordly

Gaudier Medicine
portion Rotund Crazes Vegetable,

~ bean

Self-pride Hindu
land

Hearth
dust

Mum’s
mum Else Mideast

nation
Clean with

solvents
(3-5)

Intensify Industrial
plant Effortless Viaduct

Attire

Outshone

Earmark Large jar Remote
fort

Tapering
fruit

Flightless
bird Belief

Excursion Baby
grands Outline Siesta Plumps

(for)

That
fellow
Neither

Dessert, ~
caramel

Mindful Pulverise Father Lament Tally Merely Sluggish Wait

Posse Alcove Lessees Infant
frogs

Secreted Feather
wrap Tit for ~ Rear Levity Umpire Poems Jet

Custom Deed Originally
(2,5) Immerses Signify

Press Lummox Redress Operation Presently Gene acid
(1,1,1)

Numbs Melodi-
ous Rework Dizzy

unit

Large
seabirds

As a group
(2,5)
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Rashest

Sanction

Cello-
phane
cover

Era Castle
towers Paddles Due time

(1,1,1) Lessen Sagas Lion
abode

Sloping
(font)

Room
cooler,

air ~

Felines

Redeem

Gone by
Sweetener

Loud bump

Swallowed
Experts

Check out
Tusked
animals

Fleur-
de-lis

Mouthful

Glue

Tribe

Spread

Used to be
Harvard’s

rival

Bridge
span Plot Butts

Slashes Rubbish! Scrape Audi-
torium

Art stand

Surround
Deceived

So
Strip Trouble

Filth
Carnal

Hank of
wool

Baby owl Biblical
you Swarm Stare Prick

(boil)

Get rid
Pursue

Caviar
Sanctuary Pal up

with

Biro fluid Snow-
runner Banish Years in

decade

Too

Resurface
(2-6)

Garland

Fault
Spur (on) Sky-

jumped
Telepathy

(1,1,1)
Confection

Smoked
beef

Choose

Following
orders
Bustle

Quirky Stagnated
Musical

pairs
Milk sac

Closer Panache

Anaes-
thetic

Enchant-
ing

An alter-
native

Horned
beast,
white ~

Alarm-
ingly

Actor,
~ Pitt Concord Shoplift

Adjoin Slide Backslid Humans

Mush-
room

relative
Expunge Unlocks Couch

potatoes Christen

Primeval

Moist

Belated Attacked
(3,2)

Headwear

Lucrative

Emulate

Resource

Evasive Pot Bedouin Foot joint Hair dye Aspiring
actress

Ranked Type of
cigar

Conch

Harridan

Involved
process

Magic
stick

Oil cartel Run away
with lover

Horse-
back
sport

Lots Drink Circles
(planet) Conscious Taunts

Adulation
(4-7)

Trespass-
ing (8,2)

Vacuous ~ & hers Copper
penny

Porridge
flake Smudge Not any

Pop
concert

20cwt

Mature
Shock

Dispirited

Since

Send
back

French
Mrs

Recline
lazily Bad

Shadow

Untidiest
Trite Pork cuts

Conven-
tional

Paper
quantity Taller Peepers

Crisis

Exercising
weight

Sturdily Termi-
nate

Prescribed
heroin
drug

Butchery Junior
Scout

Hollow
(out) Dwindle

Heathland
Light opera

Scrawl Nuisance Ridicu-
lously

Naval
chief

Perceives

Plunders Fabri-
cation Loan Slips by Heavens Jet-bath

Bind (3,2) Cradle Frequently Breach False
gods Goaded Science

rooms

Praises Holy
person Scorch Coral

bars Core Wild goat Chasm Tests

Romantic Immo-
bility

Tibetan
monks Sector

Maxim Drill Female
hare Salesman Go astray Big hole Nautical

shelter
Intelli-
gence

Frosted Cloth
flaps Confirm Rascal Local

regulation

Racket Frond A single
entity Wanders Cereal Half

Rib Snout Sheerer Thickest

Blister-like pouch

Tiny landmass

(1,1,1,1)
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ACROSS
1. Courtroom boss
4. Pharmacy
8. Western Australian city

11. Biceps or triceps
12. Argentinian footballer, Lionel –
15. With 35 down, Amber (6,4)
18. Russell Crowe film, Romper – 
19. Imaginary earth line
20. Religious non-believer
21. Superman star, Christopher – 

23. Coldplay hit, – Of Sound
27. CS Lewis’s world
28. Cooking oil source
30. Happens
31. Blue-vein snack
32. Comic actor, – Atkinson
39. Seaweed-wrapped snack
41. Greenhorns
42. Japanese warrior
43. Flavouring, – essence
44. Refill gun
45. Pro wrestler, – The Giant
48. See 29 down
49. K-pop hit, Gangnam – 

50. An eye for an eye
51. Bad temper

DOWN
1. Tommy Wiseau (5,6)
2. Undress
3. Overshadow
5. Prosciutto or jamon
6. Local members (1,2)
7. Glide on snow
8. Freeway accidents (4-3)
9. Flower-shaped award

10. Ten squared
13. Beatles song, – Days A Week
14. Portugal's neighbour
16. Inglourious Basterds actor, 
 – Pitt

17. With 36 down,
 Sandy Schklair (4,5)

22. Jim Carrey comedy flick,
 Ace – : Pet Detective

24. High plain
25. Needless warning, – alarm
26. Elbow room
29. With 48 across.

This week's film (3,8,6)
32. Holiday venues
33. London's FA Cup stadium
34. Tell
35. See 15 across
36. See 17 down
37. Alcoholic apple drink
38. Invitation footnote (1,1,1,1)
39. Spiced red wine drink
40. Trading for cash
45. Hatchet
46. Give up the ghost
47. Quiche ingredient

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

11 12 13 14 15

16 17

18 19

20

21 22 23 24

25 26

27 28 29

30 31

32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40

41

42 43

44 45 46 47 48

49 50 51

NAME:

ADDRESS:

POSTCODE: PHONE:

Moviecross entries close January 19, 2018. Answers to be printed March 19.
Winner to be printed April 2. See page 54 for T&Cs and the privacy notice.

Solve the Moviecross correctly and you could win $150! Send the completed
crossword to: Moviecross No. 01, c/– People magazine, PO Box 5536,
Sydney, NSW 2001.

The clues in bold relate to
a famous film – the

picture gives you a hint
which one. The first
correct entry drawn

after the closing date 
wins the cash!

WIN $150
FORTNIGHTLY!

MOVIECROSS ENTRY COUPON

MOVIECROSS
#01

JAN. 8
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PUZZLES

PRIVACY NOTICE
This issue of People is published by Bauer Media
Pty Ltd (Bauer). Bauer may use and disclose your
information in accordance with our Privacy Policy,
including to provide you with your requested
products or services and to keep you informed
of other Bauer publications, products, services
and events. Our Privacy Policy is located at www.
bauer-media.com.au/privacy/. It also sets out

how you can access or correct your personal
information and lodge a complaint. Bauer may
disclose your personal information offshore
to its owners, joint venture partners, service
providers and agents located throughout the
world, including in NZ, USA, the Philippines and
the European Union. In addition, this issue may
contain Reader Offers, being offers, competitions
or surveys. Reader Offers may require you to 

provide personal information to enter or to take
part. Personal information collected for Reader
Offers may be disclosed by us to service providers
assisting Bauer in the conduct of the Reader
Offer and to other organisations providing special
prizes or offers that are part of the Reader Offer.
An opt-out choice is provided with a Reader Offer.
Unless you exercise that opt-out choice, personal
information collected for Reader Offers may also

be disclosed by us to other organisations for
use by them to inform you about other products,
services or events or to give to other organisations
that may use this information for this purpose.
If you require further information, please
contact Bauer’s Privacy Officer either by email at
privacyofficer@bauer-media.com.au or mail at
Privacy Officer Bauer Media Pty Ltd, 54-58 Park 
Street, Sydney NSW 2000.

READER SUBMISSIONS
By sending us a photograph or letter, you grant to
us the perpetual, worldwide right to publish and
otherwise use that photograph or letter in all
media and warrant to us that doing so will not
infringe the rights of any person. You agree that
we may edit the photograph or letter in our 
absolute discretion.
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FILL the grid so that every column, every row and every 3x3 box 
contains the digits 1 to 9.

SUDOKU
Entry is open to residents of Australia aged 15 years and over. Employees of the Promoter
and their immediate families and agencies associated with this promotion are ineligible
to enter. Entrants under the age of 18 years must have prior parental or legal guardian
consent to enter.
This issue’s Beast/Moviecross/Swirl-A-Sleb promotion opens December 18 and closes
Jan. 19, 2018. The draw will take place at Bauer Media, 54 Park St, Sydney, NSW 2000
on February 2 at 11am (AEST/AEDST when applicable).Winners will be notified by
mail using the contact details on their entries and their names will be published in
People magazine on April 2.
This issue’s Maxi promotion opens December 18 and closes on January 26, 2018.
The draw will take place at Bauer Media, 54 Park St, Sydney, NSW 2000 on March 2
at 11am (AEST/AEDST). The winner will be notified by mail using the contact details
given in their entry and their name will be published in People magazine on April 30.
The judges’ decision is final and binding on all who enter and no correspondence will
be entered into.
Enter by correctly completing the relevant crossword/puzzle during the promotional
period found in the relevant issue of People magazine and sending the completed coupon
to the appropriate address as follows:
Beast: The Beast No. 01, c/- People magazine, PO Box 5507, Sydney, NSW 2001.
Moviecross: Moviecross No. 01 c/- People magazine, PO Box 5536, Sydney, NSW 2001.
Swirl-A-Sleb: Swirl-A-Sleb No. 01, c/- People magazine, PO Box 5536, Sydney, NSW 2001.
Maxi: Maxi – January, c/- People magazine, PO Box 5508, Sydney, NSW 1181.
Please see Bauer Media Privacy notice below. Full terms and conditions can be found
at www.bauer-media.com.au/terms/competition-terms.
The Promoter is Bauer Media Pty Ltd (ABN 18 053 273 546) of 54 Park St, Sydney,
NSW 2000. Phone: (02) 9282 8000.
Authorised under permit number: NSW: LTPM/17/1556.

TERMS & CONDITIONS

Clip out this coupon – OR PHOTOCOPY THIS PAGE – and send to:
Swirl-A-Sleb No. 01, c/– People, PO Box 4088, Sydney, NSW 2001.

1

2

3

4

SOMEONE has taken these celebs and messed with
their heads. Can you unswirl their faces and identify them?
First correct entry drawn after the closing date wins $100!

WIN $100
FORTNIGHTLY!

Swirl-A-Sleb entries close January 19, 2018. Answers to be
printed March 19. Winner to be printed April 2.

See page 54 for terms and conditions and the privacy notice.

NAME:

ADDRESS:

POSTCODE: PHONE:

SWIRL-A-SLEB

HINT: Returns in latest Star Wars flick. HINT: Tennis star passed away recently.

HINT: Foreign Affairs MP we'd like to bang. HINT: He gets downsized in his new movie.
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The amount an adult male 
is expected to consume on 

Christmas Day. The  
recommended daily  

calorie intake is 2500  
for men.

MILLION

Copies sold of Yuletide best-seller 
White Christmas by Irving Berlin.

The year Coca-Cola commissioned artis
Haddon Sundblom to paint Santa Claus
for their ads, popularising him as FAT,
BEARDED and wearing RED.

st
s 

The box office takings of Home Alone, 
the highest grossing Christmas  
movie ever. The best Xmas flick of all 
time, Die Hard, only grossed $184m.

used annuall
Christmas tre

catching fire, with
an average

of $13m caused
propert
mage.

The cost of the most 
expensive Christmas 
tree ever decorated 
in Abu Dhabi,  
UAE in 2010.DID

YOU 
KNOW

? Get 
smarter 
and shit

This week:
Christmas

The amount  
Australians are 

expected to  
spend on retail  
purchases over  
the Christmas  

period 
this year.
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WIN!
$20 LETTERS $50 PICTURES

Send your letters and pics to: The 
Keeper, c/- Animal House, People 
magazine, GPO Box 4088, Sydney,  
NSW 2001. Or email us at people@
bauer-media.com.au (with Animal 
House in the subject line).

“I’M ALL for kiddies playing with
their Pokémons,” starts Cheryl
of Mt Isa, QLD, “but Pokémon
arseholes? The world’s gone mad.” 
It sure has, Chezza!

THINGS THAT LOOK LIKE

GENITALS

RUINING 
CHRISTMAS
HERE’S a top Christmas tip for 
the dads. Wrap up heaps of 
empty boxes and chuck ’em 
under the Chrissie tree. But every 
time the kids misbehave set fire 
to a present. That’ll learn the 
little fuckers.

Grinch, Tas
What happens if the little fuckers 
DON’T act up? They’ll open empty 
boxes on Christmas morning. We 
guess that’ll teach them a harsh 
lesson about having over-inflated 
expectations...about 
their DAD’S LOVE.

I LOVE a large nipple, so thanks for
showing Louisa Krause’s footy studs
for nipples (Full Frontal, December 18).
Any chance you could put more of them 
in the magazine?

JD, SA
We’ll always try to put more HAT PEGS in 
the mag! When we think of prominent 
nipples, all we can think of are the 
BRICKIE’S THUMBS attached to Bai Ling. 
Here they are POKING EYES OUT in 
2007’s Gene Generation.

JINGLE HELL!

BAI
CRIKEY! BURNT CORKS

TOP MODEL!

I’VE just gotta say that 
19-year-old Sarah Louise 
from Scarborough (Model 
Cits, Dec. 18) is a rare 
beauty. Imagine how good 
it’d feel to wake up to that 
smile and that pert bum. 
She makes me wish I was 
still young.

Colin, QLD
You’re a man of impeccable 
taste, Colin. Sarah-Louise’s 
arse looks so good that it 
probably smells like FRESHLY 
CUT WATERMELON. Enjoy 
$20 for your troubles. We’ll 
even throw in another photo 
of that PERT REAR for free.
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SURELY, I can’t be the 
first person to say 
this, but have you ever 
noticed that England’s 
Test cricket captain, 
Joe Root, is a dead 
ringer for telly host 
Ellen DeGeneres?

Boony, WA
Crivens, Boony! You’re 
100% RIGHT. But we’re 
willing to go one step 
further – they’re the 
SAME PERSON. Think 
about it – when the 
cricket’s ON, Ellen 
ISN’T. We rest our case.

MADI 
FOR 
LOVE

JUST NOT CRICKET!

OUT ’N’ ABOUT!

I THINK I’m in love. Do 
you have any idea who 
this creature is?

Ian, NSW
First of all, Ian, don’t say 
CREATURE. It makes her 
sound like she’s just 
crawled out of a BOG in 
the back of Bourke. This 
HEAVENLY BEING is 
up-and-cumming porn 
starlet Madi Meadows. 
Look out for her in future 
issues of this very mag.

DUD ROOT
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FUNNY SHIT WIN!
$20 LETTERS $50 PICTURES

JOKES
Dick-biscuit
A POLITICIAN had a breakdown and was
committed to a mental hospital. During
therapy, he admitted he liked to make
frantic love to biscuits.

“I see. Are they chocolate biscuits?” 
asked the therapist.

“No,” the pollie answered.
“Are they shortbreads?”
“No, definitely not.”
“Are they savoury, salty biscuits?” the

therapist continued.
“Yes, yes,” the pollie answered. “Those

are the ones.”
“Well, the diagnosis is obvious, my good 

man,” the therapist reasoned. “You’re
fucking crackers.”

John, Tas

At ease
A PIECE of popcorn walked into a bar and
everyone stood up and saluted him.

The popcorn just gave the patrons a smile
and a nod, then went to the bar and asked
for a beer.

The barman served the popcorn and
inquired, “Excuse me, but I couldn’t help
noticing everyone giving you a salute when
you came in. Why’s that?”

The popcorn just shrugged and smiled,
“It’s no big deal. I used to be a kernel.”

LF, Qld

Man of few words
“HAVE you anything to say for yourself?”
the judge asked the defendant.

“Fuck all,” muttered the defendant.
“What did he say?” asked the judge, who

was a little hard of hearing.
“He said, ‘Fuck all’,” the clerk whispered

in the judge’s ear.
“That’s funny,” the judge replied. “I’m sure

I saw his lips move.”
Ezzie, Qld

Breakfast time
Q. WHAT’S soft when you go to
bed, but hard when you wake up?
A: Vomit.

Phil, SA

House calls
THE husband was not home at his usual
hour and the wife was fuming as the clock 
ticked later and later.  

Finally, at three in the morning, she heard
a noise at the front door. As she stood at 
the top of the stairs, there was her
husband, drunk as a skunk, trying to
navigate the steps.

“Do you realise what time it is?”
she said.

“Don’t get excited,” the husband
said. “I’m late because I bought
something for the house.”

Immediately her attitude changed, and
as she ran down the stairs to meet him
halfway, she said, “What did you buy for
the house, dear?”

“A round of drinks,” the bloke slurred.
BP, Vic

It’ll cost ya
A CROCODILE sauntered into the menswear 
store and went straight up to the bloke
behind the counter.

“Oi, buddy,” he said. “Do you have any
shirts with wankers on the pocket?”

Harry, NSW

Heavenly game
THE Devil floated up to see Saint Peter and
said, “Pete, ol’ chum, let’s have a game of
cricket – my people against your people.”

“Sure,” replied Saint Peter, “but I should
warn you, I have all the Hall Of Famers.”

“Who cares?” the Devil snorted. “I have
all the umpires.”

Telf, NSW

Holy Moses
Q. HOW long did it take to fill the
Red Sea?
A. A bloody long period.

KS, NSW

Death cab
A CABBIE reached the Pearly Gates and
announced his presence to St Peter, who
looked him up in his Big Book. Upon
reading the entry for the cabbie, St Peter
invited him to pick up a silk robe and
a golden staff and head in.

A preacher was next in line and had been
watching these proceedings with interest.

He boldly announced himself and upon
scanning the preacher’s entry in the Big
Book, St Peter furrowed his brow and said,
“OK, we’ll let you in, but take that cloth
robe and wooden staff.”

The preacher was astonished and
replied, “I’m a man of the cloth. You gave
that taxi driver a gold staff and a silk robe. 
Surely, I rate higher than a cabbie.”

St Peter responded, “This is heaven and
up here we’re interested in results. When
you preached, people slept. When the
cabbie drove his taxi, people prayed.”

TK, WA

Genie us
GREG was hanging for a root but snce his
cock was in permanent droop mode he
hadn’t been laid in years.

He’d tried everything – Viagra, cocaine,
bull’s testicles – but nothing had worked.
He’d given up on it all when one day a genie 
appeared and granted him one wish.
Naturally, he asked for his wang to work.

The genie granted the wish and explained
to Greg how it would proceed.

“When you want a shag,” the genie said,
“just say ‘1-2-3’ and it’ll get hard. When
you’re done, get your missus to say ‘1-2-3-
4’. But be careful, because it only works
once a year.”

When Greg got home he rushed inside,
grabbed the missus and headed up to bed. 
He ripped off his clothes and declared,
“Watch this…1-2-3.”

Scha-wing! Greg’s schlong was as big
and hard as it had ever been.

“Wow,” Greg’s wife said, “but what did
you say 1-2-3 for?”

Tony, Vic

BEST
JOKE

Brush it off
A WEEK before Christmas, Kev, Nev and
Trev were in the pub enjoying a few quiet
drinks, when they decided to get in on
the Christmas raffle. They each bought
five $1 tickets, seeing as the raffle was
for charity.

The following week, when the raffle
was drawn, they each won a prize.

Kev scored first prize: a year’s supply
of gourmet spaghetti sauce. Nev won
second prize: six months’ supply of
extra-long gourmet spaghetti. Trev
landed sixth prize: a toilet brush.

When they met in the pub a week
later, Trev asked the others how they
were enjoying their prizes.

“Great,” said Kev. “I love spaghetti.”
“So do I,” said Nev. “How’s the toilet

brush, Trev?”
“Not so good,” Trev said. “I reckon

I’ll go back to paper.”
DI, SA

Send your gags to Funny Shit, c/- People,
GPO Box 4088, Sydney, NSW 2001, or email
it to people@bauer-media.com.au (include 
Funny Shit in the subject line).
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FOR MORE FUNNY PICS, GO TO FACEBOOK.COM/AUSSIEPEOPLECAUGHT IN THE NET

This is why women outlive men.

Solar-powered, my ass!

Talk about a nutshot!



FUNNY SHIT

GLENN MOORE
“My uncle told me it d
matter what you achiev
as long as you’re happy
can afford your own be
the last thing he told
death chair.”

HARRIET KEMSLE
“Kim Kardashian got r
Paris and her former b
blamed it on karma…
Kardashian is that?”

STEVE BUGEJA
“I don’t trust anyone with no
self-doubt. I’m 90% self-doubt,
or 80%...I’ve probably done the
maths wrong.”

RHYS JAMES
“My mum always asks for ‘bath
stuff’ for Christmas, so this
year I bought her a toaster.”

LEW FITZ
“I’m looking for the girl-next-
door type. I’m just gonna keep
moving house till I find her.”

MATT KIRSHEN
“I was playing chess with my
friend and he said, ‘Let’s make
this interesting.’ So we stopped
playing chess.”

DAN ANTOLPO
‘HEDGEHOG
– WHY CA
THEY JUS
SHARE T

HEDGE?’
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BONNIE McFARLANE
“I once gave my husband
the silent treatment for an
entire week, at the end of
which he declared, ‘Hey,

we’re getting along pretty 
great lately!’”

THE YEAR’S
BEST TWITS
“Been reading up on the
thesaurus lately because
a mind is a terrible thing 
to garbage.”
@dinokitten

‘YOU’LL NEVER
BE AS LAZY
AS WHOEVER
NAMED THE
FIREPLACE’
@longwall26

“Sick of having to go to two
different huts to buy pizza 
and sunglasses.”
@leemanish

TOM HOUGHTON
‘THE KEY
TO A HAPPY
MARRIAGE
IS IN A
BOWL WITH 
A BUNCH
OF OTHER 
KEYS’ 
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NEWS TO US We present another dose of weirdness from around the world
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WHAMMO!
THIS is what happens when you get hit by the bloke who
has the HARDEST PUNCH ever RECORDED. Francis “The
Predator” Ngannou DECKED Alistair Overeem – no slouch
himself in the Octagon – at UFC 218 in Detroit, Michigan
with the sweetest uppercut you’ll ever see. With one punch
the MONSTER from Cameroon has booked himself a 2018 
title shot with heavyweight champ Stipe Miocic, who’s 
probably SHITTING BRICKS after seeing this KO.

DUDE,
WHERE’S
MY CAR?

FREE
WILLY
AN UNNAMED German
perv from the town of
Worms got his own WORM
stuck in a weight plate at
a gym and couldn’t get it
out. The FITNESS LOVER
went straight to a hospital,
but it it took a team of
FIREFIGHTERS, a hydraulic
SAW, a GRINDER and
THREE HOURS to remove
the heavy plate without 
damaging anything.

AN ELDERLY codger from
Frankfurt, Germany, has
found his car 20 YEARS
after FORGETTING where
he PARKED IT. The COOT
reported his car missing
to the police in 1997 and
the silly duffers have only
just found it. The shitbox
wasn’t stolen – it was just
parked in an old industrial
building that was due to 
be demolished. 



AMAZONA | VENEZUELA | THE CENTREFOLD, MARCH 29, 2010
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AMAAZONA | VENEZUELA | THE CENTREFOLD, MARCH 29, 2010



HORNY Amazona was
single when we chatted:
“It’s hard finding a guy
who can deal with
MY SEXUAL APPETITE.
I’m a sexual creature
and, like all women,
I want to express it!”
As for blowies: “I love to
pleasure my man. When
there’s a big, hard dick
in front of me it’s TOO
HARD TO RESIST. They
look and taste GREAT.”

FEMME FA TS

‘IN VENEZUELA, 
WE STRIVE 
TO BE AS 

SEXY 
AS POSSIBLE’
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MAMMARY LANE
AMAZONA | VENEZUELA | THE CENTREFOLD, MARCH 29, 2010
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HELLO, I MOSCOW

ONLY
IN

Putin-land..

it’s a weird,

weird, WEIRD 

country! 

72

WE BET THOSE EYEBROWS
CATCH LOTSA INSECTS

DRESS-UPS FOR DOGGIES

NOTHING LIKE A HOT BATH

HE WON’T PARK THERE AGAIN



CAN SOMEONE GIVE HIMDIRECTIONS TO THE AIRPORT?
WHEN YOU CAN’T AFFORD A UTE...

HELLUVA BUCKS NIGHT, FELLA

‘OVERLOADED? NAH, NOT US, OFFICER’

U-BEAR? WE PREFER UBER

EXTREME TRICYCLING!

IF HE ASKS FOR A PAY
RISE, GIVE IT TO HIM!



WIN STUFF!
IMPORTANT!

Send entries to: Win!, c/- People
magazine, GPO Box 4088, Sydney,

NSW 2001. Entries close 5pm,
Friday, January 26, 2018.

Shock Entertainment, out now
What’s the guts? Remember when
Nicolas Cage was a great actor? It’s hard
to believe nowadays, but the guy was
on top of his game back in the 90s
– and one of his most underrated
performances came in 1999’s intense
and disturbing 8MM (rated R, RRP: $20
Blu-ray). He plays a private eye (right)
investigating the disappearance of a gal
who’s got caught up in the snuff film
scene. Co-stars Joaquin Phoenix and
James Gandolfini help ratchet up the
levels of nastiness.
Anything else? Another beaut Shock
re-release is 1999’s cult superhero
comedy Mystery Men (PG, $10
DVD/$20 Blu-ray). A sensational cast
including Ben Stiller, Janeane Garofalo, 

Hank Azaria, Eddie Izzard and Geoffrey
Rush bring to life a motley bunch of
wannabes including Mr Furious, The
Bowler, The Blue Raja and The Spleen as
they take on the insane villain Casanova
Frankenstein. Can these working class
heroes with no real superpowers save
their city from destruction?
Final word: Film party like it’s 1999!

THE nostalgic folk at Shock have sent us FIVE packs
containing both Blu-rays. To enter, tell us IN ONE
SENTENCE your fave Nic Cage film. The five wildest
answers will receive a pack. Mark entries “Mystery

Men/8MM comp”. State you’re over 18 years of age.

Mystery Men & 8MM

WIN!
WE’RE giving away TWO copies, thanks to our mates at New

Holland. To get yours, just tell us IN ONE SENTENCE the
last time you executed the perfect escape from
something you wanted to avoid. The two best answers

will win a book. Mark entries “The Last Escape comp”.

By John Killick
New Holland, out now,
RRP: $32.99
What’s the guts? In 1999,
career crim John Killick
escaped from
Sydney’s Silverwater
Prison in the most 
shocking way
possible: via
HELICOPTER! It had
been hijacked at
gunpoint by his
partner-in-crime and
lover Lucy Dudko. The outlaws
enjoyed 45 days of freedom
before being caught. For the
escape attempt, Killick
copped 23 years’ jail and 
Dudko got 10 years.

Anything else? Do you
remember the most shocking
prison break in Aussie history?
We sure do – hell, we even ran
nude pictures of Lucy Dudko

in this very magazine
soon after it
happened! Following
their prison stints,
John and Lucy got
back together, but
did their relationship
survive the turmoil?
And did they ever

take another chopper ride
together? John reveals this
and much more in his raw
and confronting memoir.
Final word: A riveting read
that’ll capture your attention!

The Last Escape

WIN!

Eagle Entertainment, rated MA,
out Dec. 20, RRP: $29.95 (DVD)
What’s the guts? Struggling
salesman Elliot is drowning in debt,
so he gleefully accepts when a
mysterious phone caller offers him
increasingly large amounts of cash
to complete 13 challenges. They
start small, but quickly escalate to
more and more horrible challenges.
And he can’t quit ’cos he’s told that
if he does he’ll lose EVERYTHING.
On the verge of insanity, Elliot must
weigh up whether the money he’s
earning is worth all the mayhem
and murders.
Anything else? This gory remake of
a 2006 Thai horror comedy is equal
parts funny and gut-churning. We
don’t know what disturbed us more:
our “hero” buying coffee in a diner 

for a dead guy, Elliot weighing up
whether or not to cut off the arm
of a dude who used to bully him in
school…or the horrible plan he has
for a gang of motorbike enthusiasts
involving a length of wire. Eep!
Final word: What would YOU do for 
a million dollars?

WE HAVE FIVE DVDs on offer, courtesy of our friends at Eagle. To win, just
tell us IN ONE SENTENCE your favourite sin (ours is GLUTTONY). The five
wickedest answers will score a DVD. Mark your entries “13 Sins comp”.WIN!



babes next doo

MODEL CITIZENS

HOW hot were our Model
Cits this year? So EFFIN’
HOT we suspect they were
partly responsible for

GLOBAL WARMING! Speaking of
heat, we sweated for hours while
poring over the back issues and
selecting our FAVE 25 SPUNKS.
Please appreciate our efforts while
perusing this pictorial. As for us,
we’re off to the pub to REHYDRATE.



MODEL CITIZENS SPECIAL

THIS babe’s most recent outdoors shag 
was “QUITE A WORK-OUT. Have you ever 
had sex in a small boat in very choppy 
conditions? I spent most of the time 
trying not to FALL OUT.”

KJ | 27 
Sydney, NSW 

ANNISA wasn’t fussy where she copped 
cock: “I’ve enjoyed dicks in BOTH 
HOLES. A girlfriend told me she had the 
BEST orgasm from double penetration, 
which is why I gave it a go.”

ANNISA | 23

Mile End, SA

Jan. 
16

Jan. 
30



CITS fave Lucia has her limits: “I tried to 
tackle THREE dicks at once, but could 
only fit two in my mouth.” Her BOX could 
only handle two tools, as well: “I gave it 
a good crack, though.”

LUCIA LOVE | 28

ENGLAND

BRAZILIAN men are “tanned, sexy and 
have beautiful bodies”, but Roxanne
also appreciated the local fellas:
“They’re respectful and SEXY too
especially the surfie types.”

ROXANNE | 19

BRAZIL Jan. 
30

Jan. 
30

Y, too, 



MOD

ASH loved feeli
her bum cheek
man knows how
She was also a
TITS: “It’s easie

ASHLEE |

Adelaide

‘HE’D BETTER 
BE GRIPPING 

MY BUTT 
DURING SEX’

ng a bloke’s hand across
s: “It’s ALWAYS fun if a
w to spank me properly.”
a fan of CUM ON HER 
r to clean up.”

24

, SA

eb



ARIANA was stoked when we called:
“I got my new boobs recently and
they make me feel SO sexy.” She dug
“ROUGH SEX and I’m all for having my
arse slapped and handled”.

ARIANA | 24

Gold Coast, Qld

BEBS had a top morning the other day: 
“My fella made me breakfast in bed, 
then ATE ME OUT while I played with my 
iPad.” She was also a big fan of sex in 
the spa: “It’s amazing!”

BEBETTE | 21

Airlie Beach, Qld

Feb. 
27

Mar. 
27



MODEL CITIZENS SPECIAL

THE last time this C
time she saw a sco
put a bowl over it a
she said. “It died e
is braver than us.

PHOENIX |

Robina, Qld

WE CHATTED about politicians’ pubes 
with our quirky model. And then the 
topic of PUBIC WIGS came up. She isn’t 
a fan: “It’s the last thing I want hanging 
around down there.”

RAEVEN | 25

Melbourne, Vic

May 
8

Cit got a fright was the
orpion! “I cautiously
and walked away,”
ventually.” Phoenix

21

Apr.

10



CAILA said there was NO WAY she’d 
get a boob job: “Guys say more than a 
mouthful is a waste and they’re RIGHT! 
My man can do everything he wants 
with mine just as they are.”

CAILA | 22

Quarry Hill, Vic

ASHLEY had the best dream: “It was 
about having a GANG BANG with a 
bunch of guys I used to have a thing for 
online. I dreamt about them, naked and 
filling each of my HOLES.”

ASHLEY | 20

Elizabeth, SA

May 
8

May 
22



MODEL CITIZENS SPECIAL

SORRY, guys, but Ally preferred getting 
HEAD from chicks: “They know what 
girls like. They’re also better kissers than 
guys.” That said, she’d rather SUCK DICK 
“cos I love the D”.

ALLY | 26

Munno Para, SA

LILY was a fan of public nudity and her 
fave place to nude up was “down at the 
beach, late at night when there’s no-one 
around”. She added, “Being naked is 
always fun.”

LILY | 20

Byron Bay, NSW

May 
22

Jun. 
5



SABRINA had blue hair in this photo 
because “I love water. I love the
oceans and the FANTASY that lies with
them. That is why I hav
tattoo on my arm.”

SABRINA | 19

Heathfield, SA

FAVE part of this chick’s body? “I love 
my arse. It’s super-peachy and plump. 
It’s my best ASSet. I enjoy “having my 
arse whipped, slapped and beaten. 
Anything that’ll leave a mark…”

PIXIE GRACE | 19

Birkenhead, SA
Jul. 
17

ve a mermaid 
u



JESSICA | 34

USA

‘I MAY HAVE
HAD A GUY’S
DICK IN MY

MOUTH’

Jul.
31

THIS Seppo was kinky as: “I like sex on 
trains, buses, planes and in cars. I like 
the chance I might get CAUGHT. I’m sure 
some people saw me once at the back 
of a bus getting up to NO GOOD.”



EXPECT a laugh if you’re giving Tibbi a 
bit of the ol’ in-out, in-out: “Sometimes 
it’s fun to yell out silly things when you 
orgasm. Stuff like ‘Shazam!’ or ‘It’s high 
noon!’ are favourites.”

TIBBI | 24

Coopers Plains, Qld

MADS’ preferred sexual possie was
“doggy, ’cos it’s easy t
fast”. The best positio
“69er, assuming it’s JU
How about three? “I g
69 thing…or a bathtu

MADDISON | 24

Darwin, NT
Jul.
17

Jul. 
31

al possie was
to go hard and
n with a gal was
UST two gals.”
guess a triangle
b.”

17



MODEL CITIZENS SPECIAL

THIS Froggy femme’s fave bits were 
her eyes: “When I get old and my bum 
doesn’t look good anymore, I’ll still be 
able to seduce with an intense stare 
and go into cougar mode.”

ANCALAGON | 26

FRANCE

WHO got to fondle MB’s mams? “Me, 
anyone I’m dating and all my friends
when alcohol’s involved.” She squished
their boobs, too…and
BISEXUAL, so I date wo

MIA BELLE | 29

Melbourne, VIC Sep. 
25

Oct. 
9

more: “I’m
omen as well.”



CAMISADO got pretty wild overseas: 
“I just had a trip to Japan, so there 
was lots of nude times in hotel rooms. 
It was really hot there, so the minute 
I walked in, I was FULLY NAKED.” 

CAMISADO | 23

Gold Coast, QLD

WE WERE happy to see Double-M
starkers and she was excited to strip 
for us: “Posing for the mag was a great 
opportunity to show the pervs of 
Australia how good my booty is.”

MINNIE MAE | 27

Marrickville, NSW

Nov. 
20

Nov. 
6



MODEL CITIZENS SPECIAL

WE LOVED Ciel’s sense of humour. She 
said the best possie for an outdoors
root was “the most inconspicuous way
possible: upside down on a unicycle
with its wheel on

CIEL | 24

Gold Coast, QLD

THE cheeky hairdresser doesn’t touch 
PUBES professionally: “I only shave 
mine and my boyfriend’s…in the privacy 
of our home.” Why? “Being hairless feels 
better when we’re FUCKING.”

MADDIE | 24

Bargo, NSW

Dec

Nov. 
6

e down, on a unicycle
n fire. Hot damn!”

Dec.
4
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HIPPIE chick Nat said beach sex was 
“the BEST sex”. Her favourite activity 
was “sitting on a guy’s face and jerking 
him off while he’s EATING ME OUT”.

NATASHA | 27

Byron Bay, NSW

OFFICIAL MODEL CITIZENS 
ENTRY COUPON
SEND this coupon to: Model Citizens, c/- 
People, GPO Box 4088, Sydney, NSW 2001. 
Once we receive it, we’ll put you in touch with 
one of our ace photographers, who’ll take 
lovely pics for use in our mag!

Yes, I want to be a Model Citizen (please 
tick). I hereby give People the right to use 
my photos on the internet, and on MMS, 
SMS or DVD.

I am over 18 years of age and attach a 
photocopy of photo ID (eg. driver’s licence).

NAME:

ADDRESS:

PHONE (Home):

PHONE (Work):

SIGNATURE:

By signing this agreement, I signify I have 
read, understand and agree to be bound by 
the important terms and conditions below.
Important terms and conditions: 
1. I acknowledge and agree that the publisher of People magazine, Bauer Media 
(Bauer), its licensees or assigns may publish or authorise the publication of the 
pictures of me in any layout or format, in whole or in part, without restriction as to 
changes or alterations made from time to time and accompanied by any text and/
or graphics it chooses without further reference to me. 
2. I hereby assign to Bauer Media the worldwide copyright to the photographs and 
acknowledge that Bauer Media may exercise all of the rights of the copyright owner in 
respect of the photographs, including using or licensing the publication of the photos in 
other publications and using or licensing the publication of the photographs in any 
format including (but not limited to) DVD, MMS, CD-ROM or the internet. 
3. I release Bauer Media, its employees, agents, related companies and assigns from 
all actions, suits, causes of actions, claims and demands whatsoever which I may 
have at any time in connection with the photographs or arising from or relating to 
their publication in print or electronic media, including and liability by virtue of any 
blurring, distortion, alteration, context or otherwise, including (but not limited to) any 
action for defamation. 
4. I acknowledge that persons sending Model Citizens photos without the written 
permission of the subject will be liable to criminal prosecution.

�Hey, ladies! Pose topless and you’ll score 
a cool $100. Get completely starkers 
and receive $150! Citizen Of The Week 
receives $400!

�Our favourite Model Citizens have the 
chance to pose again as a Harem or 
Centrefold model and score up to $1000!

BECOME A 
MODEL CITIZEN

Oct.
9



A

W HAT have you got planned 
for the Chrissie holidays, 
readers? Like us, we 
imagine it’ll involve a lot 

of food, alcohol…and a shitload of 
Berocca tablets! What has backpacker 
Becky got planned? Well, it seems her 
Christmas holidays will be filled with 
heaps of waterskiing, skinny-dipping 
and ROOTING!

BECKY | 25 | BRISBANE, QLD

90



BRISBANITE Becky wasy
backpacking in rural
Victoria when we caught
up with her. She has a
sure-fire way to beat the
scorching heat in Mildura
– stripping starkers and
plunging into the cool
River Murray: “I’ve never
rooted in the river, but it’s
on my BUCKET LIST. I’ve
rooted on a HOUSEBOAT,
though, which is close.”

FEMME FACTS

91
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TRUE B

'MY MINGE
SLID DOWN

HIS PULSATING
MEMBER'

Michael smiled with relief
and I gave him a passionate
kiss before we got down to it.

Minutes later, I had him tied
to the bed and was expertly
applying some NIPPLE CLAMPS.

I then gave Michael a very
firm whipping, before I straddled
his PULSATING MEMBER. My
FROTHY MINGE slid down it with

total ease. I was so fired up
I came almost immediately.

We spent the rest of the
night taking turns tying each
other up, then SCREWING LIKE
CRAZY. We were sore but very
satisfied the next morning and
our relationship is now stronger
than ever.

Pauline, WA

MICHAEL was a g
but as his parent
good Christians,
been brought up
believe that sex
before marriage
was WRONG. 
After 14 months
I was so freaking
horny that I was 
having WET 
DREAMS nearly
every night.

One day, I’d had
enough and rang
Michael to tell him
that unless we di
SOMETHING sexu
that evening, our
relationship was

Desperate not
to end things, he
pleaded with me
come over at 9pm
so we could “talk
it over”. I prepped
myself after work
SHAVING MY PUS
and putting on my
shortest minidres
– MINUS UNDIES

Michael greete
at the door of his
with a chaste pec
cheek and we sat
the lounge for a D

He explained s
main reason he h
me for a fuck was
had UNUSUAL se
and he was worri
was weird.

“Um...what do
unusual?” I aske

Michael stood and led me by 
the hand to his bedroom, then 
opened his wardrobe.

I was shocked to see it filled 
with HANDCUFFS, PADDLES, 
WHIPS and ROPE.

“You’re into bondage and 
discipline?” I squealed with joy. 
“I LOVE that kinky stuff! Why 
didn’t you tell me earlier?”
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SEND IN A YARN AND

SCORE $50!
Post it to: True Blue Confessions 

c/– People magazine, GPO Box 4088, 
Sydney, NSW 2001. 

Or email your filthy story to 
people@bauer-media.com.au!

MORAL
DILEMMA
I GOT home from work a bit
early one arvo and heard
moaning coming from the
bedroom. I poked my head
around the doorway for a peek
and saw my missus FUCKING
my local pub landlord!

I watched Terry – a hairy
cunt in his 60s – ploughing
Penny, a woman half his age.

Her legs were straight up in
the air as his huge arse went
like a JACKHAMMER!

My wife groaned, “This is
fantastic, but I want you to do
me FROM BEHIND!”

He pulled out and Penny
rolled over on her stomach.
He eased into her smoo and
she gasped as he mashed
her tits, pinching her ERECT
NIPPLES. I undid my pants
and released my now-painful

stiffy, then started having
A QUIET PULL.

Terry slipped out of Penny,
then thrust his tool UP HER
BUM for some backdoor fun.
Minutes later, they came
together. I orgasmed soon
afterwards, spilling my seed
on the hallway floor.

“Like what you see, Nick?”
Terry laughed, leering at me.
“Well, if you’re happy for me to
keep rooting your wife every
week, then I’ll give you FREE
BEERS at the pub.”

I’m a bit torn now – a free
schooie is hard to turn down.

Nick, Qld

decided to forget about it and
just hang out by the water for
the day.

Of course, I had other 
ideas in mind. We found 
a nice secluded spot in the 
sand dunes on the deserted 
beach and set up our towels.

Todd went for a surf but not 
before he copped an eyeful of 
my 34D HEADLIGHTS when
I undid my bikini top. 

I got a nice tan while he was in
the water, then scored a lovely

I showed this new message to 
Sanchez and he laughed, “The 
fuck are you waiting for, dude?” 

I high-fived him, stole a bottle 
of red from the party and RAN 
to Maxine’s house. 

I knocked on the door and 
was greeted by the chicks, who 
were even HOTTER in person 
and wearing only LINGERIE! 

We quickly began SWAPPING 
SALIVA and all of our clothes 
were off before I knew it.

I told them to lie back on the 
living room couch and started

PUSSY MUNCH when he came 
back afterwards. 

I had a great orgasm, then 
licked the sea salt off his 
MASSIVE SCHLONG like it 
was a veiny tequila slammer. 

Next, I let him slam his meat 
in MY PUSSY doggy style. 

Todd filled me TO THE BRIM, 
then collapsed on top of me. 

Bunny, Qld

GROWLING Maxine while 
FINGER-FUCKING Theresa. 

She tasted incredible and 
I felt confident this was going 
to be the BEST ROOT EVER!

That is until my workmate 
anchez drunkenly appeared 
the living room window. 
The chicks screamed and 
shed out of the room. 
I told Sanchez to PISS OFF, 

but the gals told me to PISS 
OFF, TOO. 

I’m never gonna forgive 
that bastard.

Graeme, NSW

I WAS off to the beach on a
weekday last summer for a spot
of TOPLESS SUNBAKING when 
I was involved in a minor car 
crash with a Subaru Impreza.

I was all set to give the other 
driver an earful until I noticed 
the surfboard on the roof rack.

I started drooling when this 
MUSCULAR YOUNG STUD 
hopped out to check the 
damage to both vehicles. 

He saw me in my skimpy 
white bikini and flirted with me 
even while apologising about 
running into the back of me.

“Sweetheart,” I purred, “you 
can RUN INTO THE BACK OF ME 
anytime you like.”

Todd laughed and we got 
chatting. Turns out we were both 
headed to the same beach and, 
as the bingle had only produced 
a few dents and scratches, we 

I WAS drunk at last year's 
office Christmas party and 
HORNY as. Unfortunately, 
I work with other blokes so 
there was a distinct lack of 
pussy. I jumped on a dating 
app on my phone and began 
texting a HOT chick called 
Maxine who was only 500 
metres away. 

“I’m here with a girlfriend. 
Come over if you’re fun and 
have wine,” she texted. 

I’d never had a threesome
before, but it felt TOO GOOD
to be TRUE. I showed it to m
work colleague, Sanchez, w
seemed a bit dubious.

Suddenly, my mobile
buzzed again with a 
message from ANOTHER 
good-looking chick. 

“My name’s Theresa 
and I’m Maxine’s mate,” 
she wrote, adding, “Are 
you bringing wine?” 

'I LICKED THE 
SEA SALT OFF 
HIS MASSIVE 

SCHLONG'

'BOTH CHICKS 
WERE HOT AND 
WEARING ONLY 

LINGERIE'

'HE EASED INTO 
HER SMOO 

WHILE PINCHING 
HER NIPPLES'
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‘I LOVE TO 
FULFIL MY 

SEXUAL 
FANTASIES’

appear quite comfy 
king that cute booty in 

your XXX scenes, Amarna. 
What’s your secret?
“I’m terribly exhibitionist, so 
the best part of having sex on 
screen is knowing there are 
going to be a lot of people 
watching me fucking.”
What else do you enjoy about 
the jiz biz?
“I love having new experiences 
and fulfilling sexual fantasies 
that would be complicated to 
do in a normal life. Every day, 
I’m in a new part of the world, 
knowing people and having 
fun. I love my job!”
When you’re being shagged 
on camera – up the bum or 
otherwise – are you “acting”?
“I love to act in my scenes, but 
with the sex part I’m NEVER 
performing. One of my rules is 
to really feel attracted for the 
actors and actresses I’m 
going to shoot with, so when 
you watch me fucking it’s the 
real ‘me’, doing the things I 
like. No fake sex, please!”
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